FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

January 26th, 2020

Contact: John B. Bloom, Chairman Constitution Party of Virginia, CPofvirginia@gmail.com, (757)806-8694

SUBJECT: THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES IS THE SUPREME LAW OF THE LAND ANY VIOLATION OF IT IS A “HIGH CRIME”

No one would argue that the Constitution of the United States is NOT the SUPREME Law of the Land. However both the Republican and Democrat Parties have argued that violations of the Constitution are NOT “High Crimes” and Impeachable Offences. Barrack Obama wrote many “Executive Orders” that either changed an existing law PASSED by CONGRESS, as he changed the “Affordable Care Act” over FORTY TIMES or created new “Legislation” or REGULATIONS.

Though the Articles of Impeachment, as passed by Independent Representative Justin Amash and most of the House Democrats are in violation of the Constitution, they are not the most egregious violations of the Constitution Donald Trump has committed. Donald Trump delayed much needed military aid for Ukraine that CONGRESS authorized. Not only did this action violate Congressional Authority, but it UNDERMINED US Foreign Policy, in using the President’s Lawyer, Rudy Guiliani, to conduct an ALTERNATIVE Foreign Policy that benefitted Vladimir Putin. (“Abuse of Power”, Article I of the Impeachment Articles) Donald Trump denied Congress requested documents and witnesses that could provide FIRST hand knowledge of unconstitutional acts by “All the Presidents Men and Women.” Republicans in the US Senate are CONSPIRING and in the House of Representatives have conspired with Donald Trump to deny Congress evidence of his “Abuse of Power.” (“Obstruction of Congress”, Article II of the Impeachment Articles) If Donald Trump is innocent of these charges, he would provide all the requested documents and encourage all Administration officials to testify, just as President Ronald Reagan did during the “Iran-Contra” affair, that ended the investigation and exonerated him. To Susan Collins, John Bloom, Chairman of the Constitution Party of Virginia, has this to say. “Even if you vote to subpoena documentary evidence and the testimony of witnesses in the Senate Impeachment trial, but the rest of your Republican Senate votes to deny this, then Republicans are guilty of a COVER-UP, and that includes you as you are guilty by association. Rep. Justin Amash left the Republican Party because he believed Republicans in Congress, are no longer loyal to the Constitution of the United States, but to Donald Trump alone.”

Donald Trump’s more egregious violations of the Constitution are: 1. Attacking Syria, 2. Increasing Tariffs on the AMERICAN PEOPLE, 3. Banning Bump Stocks, 4. Shifting Federal Funds authorized by Congress from Military Projects to his Border Wall and 5. Authorizing the assassination of an Iranian General, on Iraqi soil. Because these are egregious violations of the Constitution, they are “High CRIMES,” Impeachable Offenses, and make removal from office JUSTIFIED. Note that the killing of Iranian General Soleimani may now place American Military Brass at risk when they visit other countries.

If the Office of the President of the United States is COMPROMISED, a President should be Impeached and Removed from office. Based on the information in the News, Donald Trump was blackmailed by Stormy Daniels which compromises his office. Though the Robert Mueller report identified several acts that could be Impeachable Offenses, it is what Mr. Mueller did not find, something that Vladimir Putin may have on Donald Trump, that should concern ALL Americans. Republicans should support the Removal of Donald Trump and replacement by Mike Pence, to protect America’s Constitutional Republic and America’s National Security!